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Background: Clustering phenomena in N 6= Z nuclei provide an opportunity to understand the interplay between cluster and
nucleon degrees of freedom.
Purpose: To study resonances in the 18O spectrum, populated in 14C+α elastic scattering.
Method: The Thick Target Inverse Kinematics (TTIK) technique was used to measure the excitation function for the 14C+α
elastic scattering. A 42 MeV 14C beam was used to populate states of excitation energy up to 14.9 MeV in 18O. The
analysis was performed using a multi-level, multi-channel R-Matrix approach.
Results: Detailed spectroscopic information, including spin-parities, partial α- and neutron- decay widths and dimensionless
reduced widths, was obtained for excited states in 18O between 8 and 14.9 MeV in excitation energy. Cluster-Nucleon
Configuration Interaction Model calculations of the same quantities are performed and compared to the experimental
results.
Conclusions: Strong fragmentation of large α-cluster strengths is observed in the spectrum of 18O making the α-cluster struc-
ture of 18O quite different from the pattern of known quasi-rotational bands of alternating parity that are characteristic
of N = Z, even-even nuclei like 16O and 20Ne.
PACS numbers: 21.10.-k, 21.10.Hw, 25.55.Ci, 27.20.+n
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of α-clustering has been successfully ap-
plied to explain multiple features in the nuclear spec-
trum. In particular, a number of known structure pe-
culiarities in light N = Z even-even nuclei such as 8Be,
12C, 16O, and 20Ne, is associated with clustering. The
most striking are the inversion doublet quasi-rotational
α-cluster bands [1], as shown in Fig. 1. All members
of these bands that have excitation energies above the
α-decay threshold, posses α-reduced widths close to the
single particle limit, indicating their extreme α-cluster
character. Extensive experimental and theoretical stud-
ies [1–8] have suggested an interpretation of these bands
as well developed α+core structures.
It has proven to be far more difficult to study cluster-
ing phenomena in non-self-conjugate, N 6= Z nuclei be-
cause the “extra” nucleons introduce additional degrees
of freedom which may modify, create, enhance or destroy
cluster structures. In addition experimental studies re-
quire a more complicated analysis due to the presence
of low-lying nucleon decay channels and a higher level
density than in N = Z, even-even nuclei.
In N = Z, even-even nuclei the α-decay threshold is
usually lower in energy than the nucleon decay threshold.
However, for N 6= Z nuclei like 18O the energy thresholds
for neutron and α-decay are close (in the mirror nucleus,
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18Ne, both the proton and the two-proton thresholds are
below the α-threshold), so one can expect that the de-
cay properties of the states with both large and small
α-widths in N 6= Z nuclei also contain information on
the nucleon widths. The closeness of the decay thresh-
olds for N 6= Z nuclei allows one to explore the interplay
between the single nucleon and cluster degrees of free-
dom.
Several different theoretical approaches were developed
to describe the cluster and single particle phenomena si-
multaneously. The Antisymmetrized Molecular Dynam-
ics (AMD) [9] and Fermionic Molecular Dynamics [10]
approaches were particularly successful. Within these
frameworks clustering emerges from nucleon-nucleon in-
teractions without the need to introduce clusters a priori.
The ab initio, Green’s Function Monte Carlo (GFMC)
calculations were also successful in reproducing cluster-
ing for the ground state of 8Be(g.s.) [11].
An approach to clustering exploiting the Elliott SU(3)
model [12] under the assumption that the wave functions
of clustered states possess and unmixed SU(3) symmetry
has been particularly successful in studies of multi-cluster
systems such as 8Be,10Be,12C,16O,32S [13–17]. However,
purely algebraic models lack configuration mixing and
are not expected to describe complex spectroscopy of
states such as those in 18O with two valence neutrons.
The emergence of clustering in large scale shell model
calculations is also of interest. Ideally, the complete shell
model basis with the inclusion of the reaction continuum
is sufficient for the description of the cluster structures
in a nucleus. However, practically, it is often necessary
to restrict the basis of the shell model wave functions,
thus losing a large fraction of the α-cluster components.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Inversion doublet, α-cluster quasi-
rotational bands for 16O and 20Ne. All of the unbound states
within the bands have large α reduced widths. The solid
curves connect the positive parity states, while the dashed
lines connect the negative parity states. Blue and red color
coding correspond to 20Ne and 16O respectively.
For example, recent ab initio calculations [18] show dif-
ficulties in obtaining a correct excitation energy for the
well known α-cluster second 0+ state in 12C. Comparison
of clustering observables to the shell model predictions
addresses the emergence of cluster configurations as ba-
sis increase in size and highlights the interplay between
single-nucleon and cluster degrees of freedom in N6=Z nu-
clei.
The goal of this paper is to examine the structure of
18O using detailed R-matrix analysis of the 14C+α elastic
scattering excitation functions and to examine the results
using shell model. In our work we use Cluster-Nucleon
Configuration Interaction Model (CNCIM) [19], which
represents the latest developments of the shell model ap-
proach to clustering.
There have been many experimental efforts to study
the α-cluster structure of 18O using different approaches
[20–40]. These experiments are sensitive to cluster states
of different energy, spin, width and configuration to var-
ious degree, thus they contributed valuable complimen-
tary experimental information. The detailed R-matrix
analysis of the 14C+α elastic scattering excitation func-
tions over a wide range of energies is performed here for
the first time, and summarizes several years of activity.
The same experimental setup and analysis techniques are
used in this work as in [40]. The beam energy used here
is higher than in [40] in order to study the excitation
function for 14C+α at higher energies.
II. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The experiment was performed at the Florida State
University, John D. Fox Superconducting Linear Accel-
erator facility. The Thick Target Inverse Kinematics
(TTIK) technique was used to measure the 14C+α elas-
tic scattering excitation function. The technique was first
suggested by [41, 42]. More details about the technique
can be found in [43, 44]. In this approach helium gas is
used as the target and the 14C ions as the beam. The
pressure of the helium gas in the chamber was adjusted
for the beam to stop completely inside the chamber be-
fore reaching the detectors. When an interaction be-
tween the beam and the gas target occurs, the α particle
gains kinetic energy from the projectile and propagates
forward. Specific energy loss of the α-particle is much
smaller than that of 14C, which allows the α-particle to
emerge from the target with little energy loss. The en-
ergy spectrum of the α-particles measured by the detec-
tors, also placed in the target gas, would then reflect the
14C+α excitation function. This technique allows one to
measure a large range of excitation energies without the
need to change the initial energy of the beam, making
the experiment more efficient and less time consuming.
There is also the additional benefit of not having to use a
radioactive 14C target. The 14C beam was produced by
an FN Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator using a special
14C SNICS-II cesium-sputter ion source. The 14C beam
of 42 MeV energy was sent into a chamber filled with
99.9% pure helium gas (4He).
To monitor the beam quality and alignment during
the run a gold foil was used before the entrance window,
where elastic scattering was measured by silicon detec-
tors arranged symmetrically with respect to the beam
axis. The entrance window of the chamber was covered
with a 1.27 µm Havar foil. In a conventional experiment
(with thin target) it is usually easy to measure the inten-
sity of the beam using a Faraday cup. In the thick target
approach it is not possible, since the beam ions stop in-
side the target. Therefore, the intensity of the incoming
beam was determined using elastic scattering of the beam
ions from the Havar entrance window as measured by a
monitor detector taking into account each of the compo-
nents of the Havar foil. The monitor detector was placed
at 15 degrees, 22 cm away from the entrance window. To
calculate the elastic scattering each of the components
of the Havar foil are taken into account. It was verified
using the optical model that the cross section at this an-
gle is mostly Rutherford for most of the components of
the Havar foil. The contribution of each component is
weighted according to the percentage of Havar chemical
composition. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.
The accuracy of the absolute normalization is 15%. An
array of silicon detectors was placed inside the chamber
at angles ranging from 0◦ to 60◦ in steps of 5◦ to de-
tect the recoiling α-particles. In Fig 2 only the extreme
angles for the detector positions are shown. Excitation
functions covering the excitation energy region of 8-14.9
MeV were measured at 13 different angles.
The spectra of α-particles measured in the laboratory
frame have to be converted into c.m. excitation functions
for further analysis. Because of the extended gas target
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FIG. 2: Experimental setup for measurements of the elastic
scattering of 14C by α particles using the Thick Target Inverse
Kinematics technique. The silicon detectors were placed at
angles ranging from 0◦ to 60◦ in steps of 5◦. Only the extreme
angles are shown.
the scattering angle is not fixed and has to be calculated
from the energy of the recoil α-particle and the known
location of the detectors. The energy loss of an α par-
ticle and the solid angle also depend on the location of
interaction point and have to be calculated for each en-
ergy bin in the measured spectrum. This is done using a
code which takes into account the relevant experimental
conditions. Details of the procedure can be found in [45].
Monte Carlo simulations based on the GEANT 3.21 li-
brary were performed in order to evaluate the dependence
of the experimental energy resolution on the c.m. energy
and scattering angle, and also to correct for the detector
mount shadow effects in the calculation of the absolute
cross section.This information was used in a convolution
of the R-Matrix calculations.
The excitation functions were analyzed using a multi-
level, multi-channel R-Matrix approach [46]. The details
of the R-Matrix analysis can be found in Refs. [47, 48].
The results are presented by quoting the quantum num-
bers and energies of the resonances together with the par-
tial decay width Γc for every open channel. The width is
also expressed via the dimensionless reduced width pa-
rameter θ2, which represents the ratio of the observed
decay width relative to the single-particle limit. This
dimensionless reduced width was compared with spec-
troscopic factors from theoretical calculations. The α
and neutron decay channels of 18O were included in the
fit. For the 14C(α,n) reaction the decay channels to the
ground state and to the first excited state of 17O were
included. At 14C beam energies above 27.4 MeV the in-
elastic channel 14C(α,α′) is also open. It is not possible to
distinguish between the α-particles coming from elastic
and inelastic reactions in this specific realization of the
TTIK approach. Due to the negative Q-value for the in-
elastic scattering (-6.1 MeV) the recoiled α-particles from
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Excitation function for 14C+α elastic
scattering at 180◦ in the c.m. frame measured with a 42 MeV
14C beam. The solid curve is the best R-matrix fit.
inelastic events would have significantly smaller energy
than the elastically scattered α-particles from the same
location in the target, and would show up in the elas-
tic scattering spectrum as background at low energies.
A direct comparison with the low energy data from the
previous experiment [40], performed at 25 MeV, where
the inelastic channel was not open, showed no evidence
of inelastic contribution.
A total of fifty-four resonances were used to fit the
data. The excitation function at 180◦ in the c.m. for the
entire energy range measured in this experiment is shown
in Fig. 3. The uncertainties of the best fit parameters
were determined using a Monte Carlo procedure. The
parameter values were varied randomly, but only values
that produced no more than one standard deviation from
the best fit χ2 values where excepted. The resulting dis-
tribution of parameter values was used to determine the
uncertainty. This was done state by state, not taking
into account correlation between different states. There-
fore the provided uncertainties give good indication on
the sensitivity of the fit to the specific parameters, but
the actual uncertainty values may be enhanced if corre-
lation between the states is taken into account.
Detailed description of the observed spectra is given in
the next section.
III. DISCUSSION OF THE 18O SPECTRUM AT
EXCITATION ENERGIES BETWEEN 8.0 MEV
AND 14.9 MEV
This section contains a detailed discussion of the prop-
erties of the states in 18O extracted from the experimen-
tal data of this work. Also, the results are compared
to the available data from previous experimental studies.
The discussion is structured according to the excitation
energies of the resonances, which are grouped into 1 MeV
4intervals.The experimental data are used for calculating
the dimensionless reduced α and nucleon widths, which
are defined as ratios of the corresponding reduced widths
to the corresponding single particle limit (γ2/(h¯2/µR2)).
Here µ and R are, respectively, the reduced mass and
channel radius for the corresponding decay channel (5.2
fm for α decay and 4.6 fm for nucleon decay).
A. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 8.0 MeV and 9.0 MeV
The lowest excitation energy state that is clearly vis-
ible in the measured excitation function is the known
1− state at 8.0378(7) MeV [49]. This is a narrow state
with a width significantly smaller than our experimental
resolution (≈40 keV at 1.8 MeV in the c.m.), and there-
fore a direct measurement of the width was not possible.
However, this state is below the neutron decay thresh-
old (8.044 MeV), and only one decay channel is open, α
decay to the ground state of 14C. If the effects related
to interference with other states are neglected, then the
width of the state can be determined from the measured
experimental cross section (Γnat = σex/σth × ∆, where
∆ is the experimental energy resolution calculated using
Monte Carlo simulation). The width of this state was
determined as 2.0(7) keV. The only definitive width mea-
surement for this state, made prior to this experiment,
was reported in [21] where this state was populated in the
β-decay of 18N, and a width of 0.95+0.4−0.9 keV was deter-
mined. The result of this work is in fair agreement with
that of [21] and the upper limit for the width given in [49].
This width corresponds to the α dimensionless reduced
width of only θ2 = 0.02, so that this state does not have
a strong overlap with the 14C(g.s)+α configuration. This
finding contradicts previous suggestions made in [23, 50]
that this state might be the band head of the negative
parity, inversion doublet, α-cluster quasi-rotational band.
Four more states are observed in the 8 to 9 MeV ex-
citation region (Fig. 4). The 8.213(4) MeV 2+ state is
a well known narrow state [49]that is above the neutron
decay threshold and has been observed in the 14C(α,n)
reaction [29, 30]. In [29] the state was observed at 8.223
MeV with a width of 1.6(10) keV, and in [30] the state
was located at 8.217 MeV with a width of 1(1) keV, but
spin and party were not assigned to it. The inverse reac-
tion 17O(n, α) has also been studied in [31], where the 2+
state was found at 8.213(4) MeV with width of 2.26(14)
keV. In the 14C(α,α) elastic scattering studied by [38] the
2+ state was observed at 8.222 MeV and its width was
determined to be 1.2(8) keV. In this work the combined
analysis of the 14C(α,α) and 14C(α,n) data constrains
the properties of this state rather well. The 2+ state is
observed at 8.22(1) MeV and its dimensionless α reduced
width is 0.03 and the total width is 1.9(2) keV.
A 3− state is observed at 8.290(6) MeV with a width of
8.5(9) keV. This is the dominant feature in the 14C(α,n)
spectrum and also is prominent in the 14C(α,α) excita-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Excitation functions for the elastic
scattering of α particles from 14C from 8 to 9 MeV with the
best R-Matrix fit(solid curve). A 3− spin-parity assignment
for the state at 8.82 MeV and a 2+ for the state at 8.96 MeV
were used for this diagram.
tion function. The properties of this state can be con-
strained reasonably well from these two data sets. We
determine that this state has a significant dimensionless
α reduced width of 0.18 and is the only 14C(g.s.)+α clus-
ter state in the 8-9 MeV region. It was observed earlier
in [29, 38] at 8.293 MeV with a width of 10(1) keV and
7.7(9) keV respectively. In [30] the narrow state was
found at energy of 8.287 MeV but the spin assignment
was not made. The 3− state was also observed in [31]
at 8.282(3) MeV with a width of 14.74(59) keV. The re-
sults of the present work are in good agreement with the
parameters found in [29, 38] and in fair agreement with
[30], but disagree with the neutron and α-partial widths
determined in [31]. The partial α width is 2.9(2) keV
and the neutron width is 5.6(7) keV here, whereas in [31]
the partial α width and neutron width were 13.661(416)
keV and 1.08(2) keV, respectively. When the parameters
from [31] are used in the analysis, the 14C(α,n) spectrum
is still well reproduced but the 14C(α,α) spectrum is not.
The state at 8.82(3) MeV with width of 60(10) keV is
clearly visible in the 14C(α,n) spectrum (Fig. 11), but its
evidence in the 14C(α,α) spectrum is weak. This state
has been observed earlier in [29] at 8.832 MeV with a
width of 100(20) keV and in [30] at 8.809 MeV and with
a width of 80(20) keV, both from the 14C(α,n) reaction.
However, spin and parity assignments were not made. A
state at 8.82 MeV with a width of 70(12) keV was ob-
served in [51] using 18O(e, e′) and a tentative (1+) spin-
parity assignment was made. If this unnatural parity
assignment is correct then the state cannot be observed
in the 14C(α,n) or 14C(α,α) reactions. Therefore these
results should correspond to two different states, or the
5assignment of unnatural parity is not correct. It is not
possible to determine the spin of the state from our data
since it is barely seen in the 14C(α,α) spectrum, and dif-
ferent spin assignments (1−,2+,3−) fit the 14C(α,n) and
the 14C(α,α) spectra fairly well.
The 8.96(1) MeV state with a width of 70(30) keV
shows up as a small bump in the 14C(α,α) spectrum,
and it is a relatively strong state in the 14C(α,n) excita-
tion function. It was observed in [29] at 8.966 MeV with
a width of 54(3) keV, and in [30] at 8.956 MeV with a
width of 65(10) keV. The 4+ assignment was made for
this state in [51]. A pair of states around 9.0 MeV was
observed in the 16O(t,p) reaction in [32]. Indirect argu-
ments were given supporting the 4+ assignment for at
least one of them [52] and it was argued in [52] that a 4+
state at 9.0 MeV probably has (1d5/2)(1d3/2) configura-
tion. Our data are consistent with a 4+ assignment for
the 8.96 MeV, however 2+ and 3− assignments cannot be
excluded. If the 4+ assignment is correct then this state
has a substantial α-cluster component (see discussion in
section V).
B. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 9.0 MeV and 10.0 MeV
This energy region is defined by the double peak struc-
ture with a very large 14C(α,α) cross section at c.m. an-
gles close to 180◦. This structure is the result of in-
terference between several broad overlapping α-cluster
resonances, which makes the analysis very difficult. Six
resonances were used to fit this energy range with five of
them having very large dimensionless reduced α-widths.
Two broad 1− states are observed. The first one at
9.19(2) MeV shows up as the tail on the left side of the
first broad peak (mainly a 3− state) at 180◦ shown in
Fig. 5 (a). This state can also be seen as the first peak
shown in Fig. 5 (b) at 140◦. At θ ≈ 140◦ the contri-
bution from the 3− state disappears, which makes the
1− state very obvious. This state was first observed in
[20] at about 9.2 MeV and with a partial α-width close
to 500 keV (although, it was interpreted as the inter-
ference of six unresolved states), and then in [21] using
β-delayed α emission of 18N. In [21] the excitation en-
ergy and partial α-width of this 1− state are reported to
be 9.16(10) MeV and 420(200) keV respectively. The 1−
state was also suggested in [39] at 9.027+.15−.03 MeV with
a width of 500+150−50 keV. Our analysis indicates that the
width of this state is 220(30) keV, which is significantly
smaller, but still within the large error bars of [21]. This
state also has a smaller width when compared to [39].
However, the analysis in [39] does not take into account
interference with other states, which can lead to overes-
timation of the width. The width of the state is domi-
nated by the partial α-width and it has a dimensionless
α reduced width is θ2α=0.20. While it is a factor of two
smaller than in [21], it is still large enough for the state to
be considered as a strong cluster state with 14C(g.s)+α
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Excitation functions for the elastic
scattering of α particles from 14C with the best R-Matrix fit
(solid curve) for the energy range of 9-10 MeV. The dashed
and the dash-dotted curves represent the best R-Matrix fit
without the inclusion of the 1− and 2+ resonances at 9.76
and 9.79 MeV, respectively
configuration.
The other 1− state is at 9.76(2) MeV with a width of
700(120) keV. The parameters of this state are in good
agreement with [21] where it was observed at 9.85(50)
MeV and with a partial α-width of 560(200) keV. Con-
structive interference of this state and a 2+ state at 9.79
MeV makes a strong contribution to the second peak at
180◦ and 140◦, as can be seen in Fig. 5 (a,b). The dashed
curve in Fig. 5 shows the R-Matrix fit without the inclu-
sion of this 1− state.
Two 3− states are observed in this energy region. The
first one at 9.35(2) MeV is a dominant α-cluster reso-
nance and makes a dominant contribution to the first
broad peak at 180◦ in Fig. 5(a). This state produces
a very prominent peak in the 14C(α, n) reaction also, as
can be seen in Fig. 11. The state was observed in [34]
at 9.35 MeV, and a suggestion of a 2+ or 3− spin-parity
assignment was made. In [53] a state at 9.36 MeV with
a 2+ or 3− spin parity assignment was observed but its
small width of <20 keV indicates that this may not be
the same state. A 3− state was also suggested in [39] at
9.39(2) MeV with a width of 200(20) keV. Our best fit for
the width is 180(30) keV, with a dimensionless reduced
width of 0.48. This is the strongest α-cluster state in this
energy range.
The other 3− state is at 9.70(1) MeV and has a width
6of 140(10) keV. This state has a small dimensionless re-
duced α width, and therefore little influence on the elas-
tic cross section. It is needed, however, to reproduce the
neutron spectrum as is shown in Fig. 11. This state gives
little contribution to the shape of the second peak at 180◦
(Fig. 5(a)), but no influence at 140◦ (Fig. 5(b)) indicat-
ing a 3− spin-parity assignment. A state was observed in
[51] at 9.71(1) MeV and it was identified as a tentative
(5−) state. It was also seen in [34] at 9.70 MeV where a
tentative (1−,2+,3−) assignment was made. A 3− state
was observed by [39] at 9.711(15) MeV with a width of
75(15) keV. In reference [23] a 3− state was suggested at
similar energy (9.715(5) MeV) but with a much smaller
width.
A 2+ state was found at 9.79(6) MeV with a width
of 170(80) keV and dimensionless reduced width of 0.1.
This state strongly interferes with the 1− state at 9.76(2)
MeV, which makes a large contribution to the second
peak at all angles shown in Fig. 5. At angles close to 90◦
the cross section for any negative parity states vanish,
which makes the existence of this 2+ state very evident
as shown in Fig. 5 (c). The dash-dotted curve in Fig. 5
shows the R-Matrix fit without this 2+ state.
The last state in this energy range is a very broad 0+
state at 9.9(1) MeV with partial α width of 3.2(8) MeV.
A more detailed discussion of this state will be given in
Section VI.
C. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 10.0 MeV and 11.0 MeV
Six resonances were used to fit this energy region and
only one resonance has a dimensionless reduced α-width
of more than 10% of an α single particle width. This
region has well defined resonances and most of them can
be seen as distinct peaks at 180◦ in Fig 6(a).
Two 3− states were observed in this region and they are
fairly obvious narrow peaks in the large c.m. angle data
shown in Fig. 6(a), at 10.11(1) and 10.395(9) MeV. They
are also important resonances in the 14C(α,n) spectra as
can be seen in Fig. 11. The widths of these states are
16(5) and 70(20) keV, respectively. These states have
also been identified in previous works [23, 39, 49]. In [39]
the width for both states was determined to be 45(8) keV
at 10.10(1) and 10.365(10) MeV. In [23] these states were
at 10.111(5) and 10.400(7) MeV with widths of 12 keV
and 30 keV, respectively.
Two 2+ states were observed. The first 2+ is at
10.42(1) MeV and has a width of 180(40) keV and it
strongly interferes with its neighboring states. Its pres-
ence is needed to reproduce the minimum at 10.3 MeV
at 147◦ (Fig. 6(b)). At 110◦ this state contributes to
the first broad peak shown in Fig. 6(c). The dashed line
in Fig. 6 shows the fit without the inclusion of this 2+
state. A 2+ state at 10.43(15) MeV was suggested earlier
in [39] with the somewhat larger width of 500(150) keV.
The second 2+ state is at 10.98(4) MeV and has a
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Excitation functions for elastic scat-
tering of α-particles from 14C at 180◦, 147◦ and 115◦ with the
best R-Matrix fit(solid curve) for the energy range of 10-11
MeV. The dashed line and the dash-dotted curve represents
the best R-Matrix fit without the inclusion of the 2+ and 1−
states at 10.42 and 10.80 MeV, respectively.
width of 280(130) keV. This state is weak in the 14C(α,α)
channel. However, due to its interference with a broad 2+
state at higher energy it helps to shape the cross section
at 150◦ at around 11 MeV.
A sharp 4+ state is observed at 10.290(4) MeV with a
width of 29(4) keV. This well known state is seen as the
peak with a large cross section at 180◦ (Fig. 6(a)) and
has been observed previously in [23, 24, 28, 32–35, 37,
39, 50, 51].
The last state in this energy region is a 1− state at
10.80(3) MeV with a width of 690(110) keV. This state
is seen as the broad peak at 180◦ shown in Fig. 6 (a).
At angles close to 118◦ this state is needed to reproduce
the minimum in the cross section shown in Fig. 6 (c). In
Fig 6 the dash-dotted line shows the R-matrix fit without
this 1− state. A 1− state was previously seen by [21] at
10.89(10) MeV with a partial α-width of 300(100) keV.
The partial α-width in our best fit is 630(90) keV.
D. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 11.0 MeV and 12.0 MeV
Seven resonances were used to fit this energy region.
Three of these resonances have α dimensionless reduced
7FIG. 7: (Color online) Excitation functions for elastic scat-
tering of α particles from 14C at 180◦, 150◦ and 120◦ with the
best R-Matrix fit (solid curve) for the energy range of 11-12
MeV. The dashed line represents the R-matrix fit without the
inclusion of a 2+ state at 11.31 MeV
widths of more than 10%.
A 2+ state is observed at 11.31(8) MeV with a width
of 250(100) keV. This state contributes to the first peak
shown in Fig. 7 (a,b) mostly due to interference with
a broad 2+ state at higher excitation energy. At angles
close to 125◦ the cross section for a 2+ state vanish having
no effect on the cross section in Fig. 7 (c). The dashed
curve in Fig. 7 represents the R-matrix fit without the
inclusion of this state. A broad 2+ state at 11.39 MeV
was suggested in [37].
A 4+ state is observed at 11.43(1) MeV with a width
of 40(10) keV. This state is the main contributor to the
peak shown in Fig. 7(a,b) and was previously seen in [23,
24, 28, 36, 37, 39, 50]. It was suggested as a (4+) by [37]
and later by [24]; however, the width was not measured.
In [39] it was found at 11.415(5) MeV with a width of 45
keV, which is in good agreement with our findings. In
[23] this state was at 11.423(5) MeV with width of a 35
keV. This state is also visible in the 14C(α,n) spectrum
(Fig. 11).
Two 3− states were observed in this energy range. The
first one is at 11.62(3) MeV and has a width of 150(20)
keV. This state is needed to reproduce the second peak in
Fig. 7 (b). In [51] a state at 11.67(2) MeV with a width
of 112(7) keV was identified as a possible 3− state, which
agrees with our values. The second 3− state is at 11.95(1)
MeV. It is a broad state in both the 14C(α,α) and the
14C(α,n) spectra with a total width of 560(70) keV. It has
a strong influence at all angles except at angles close to
140◦, making this a good indicator for a 3− state. This
state brings the cross section up at energies around 12
MeV at all the angles shown in Fig. 7 and is one of the
states with a larger degree of clustering in this energy
range with dimensionless reduced α-width of 0.17. In
the 14C(α,n) spectrum this state is seen as a broad peak
(Fig. 11).
There is the well known 5− state observed at 11.627(4)
MeV with a width of 40(5) keV. It can be seen as the
second peak in Fig. 7(a), and it also contributes to the
peak in Fig. 7 (c). It has no contribution to Fig. 7(b)
because at 155◦ the cross section for a 5− state becomes
zero. It has a significant dimensionless reduced α width
of 0.13. This state was previously identified as 5− in
[23, 24, 28, 33, 34, 37, 39, 50, 54] with a width of 60(5)
keV as measured in [39] and 25 keV in [23].
A 1− state is observed at 11.67(2) MeV and has a width
of 200(90) keV. It shows up at all angles contributing to
the shape of the second peak in Fig. 7 (a,b) and to the
only peak seen in Fig. 7(c). In [21] a 1− state with
α partial width of 220(100) keV was found at 11.56(10)
MeV.
There is one 6+ state at 11.699(5) MeV with a width of
23(2) keV. This state is the last peak seen in Fig. 7 (a).
It has a dimensionless reduced α-width of 0.23, and is
recognized as the first strong 6+ α-cluster state. There
is a strong interference between this state and another
6+ state found at a higher energy that was previously
observed and identified as 6+ in [23, 24, 28, 37, 39]. The
width of this state was determined to be 35(5) keV in
[39] and 27 keV in [23].
E. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 12.0 MeV and 13.0 MeV
This is an energy range with a higher density of states
and strong interference among the states made this en-
ergy interval very challenging to fit. Twelve resonances
were found and four of them have large dimensionless
reduced α -widths.
Two 1− states were observed. The first one is at
12.12(1) MeV and has a width of 410(120) keV. It con-
tributes to the cross section of the first small bump seen
in Fig. 8(a,b). A 1− or 2+ was suggested by [51] for a
state at 12.09(2) MeV. The width of this state was not
determined in [51]. It was also seen and identified as
1− by [21] at 12.12(10) MeV with a partial α-width of
22(7) keV. The partial α-width that we observed for this
state is 50(10) keV in fair agreement with [21]. The other
1− state is at 12.5(1) MeV and has a width of 900(400)
keV. It is important at large c.m. angles to reproduce
the right side of the first peak shown in Fig. 8 (a,b). At
smaller angles the interference of this state with other
states brings the cross section down, making it possible
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Excitation functions for elastic scat-
tering of α particles from 14C at 180◦, 156◦ and 131◦ with the
best R-Matrix fit (solid curve) for the energy range of 12-13
MeV.
to fit the rise of the cross section between 12.5 and 12.6
MeV (Fig. 8 (c)). A 1− state at 12.95(50) MeV was also
observed in [21] with a partial α-width of 210(100) keV.
Even though this state was found at a higher energy, our
state is still within the error bars of [21]. The partial α-
width determined in this work, 300(100) keV, is in good
agreement with that determined in [21].
Three 2+ resonances were observed. Two of them are
strong α-cluster states. The first one is at 12.21(8) MeV
and has a width of 1100(300) keV and a dimensionless re-
duced α-width of 0.37. The second 2+ state is at 12.90(3)
MeV and has a width of 310(30) keV. It contributes to
the highest energy peak seen in Fig. 8. The other 2+
state is a very broad state one 12.8(3) MeV with a width
of 4.8(4) MeV. More detailed discussion about this broad
state will appear in section VI.
Two 5− states were observed. The first one is at
12.339(4) MeV and has a width of 39(4) keV. This state
was suggested before in [23, 24, 28, 37, 39]. In [39] it was
found at 12.317(10) MeV with a width of 80(10) keV and
in [23] at 12.327(9) MeV with a width of 45 keV. It is ev-
ident at large c.m. angles and can be seen as the peak
with larger cross section in Fig. 8 (a,b). At 130◦ this
state shows up as the right part of the first bump in Fig.
8 (c). The other 5− state is at 12.94(1) MeV and has a
width of 40(10) keV. This state can be seen as the last
peak at all angles shown in Fig. 8. The state has a small
reduced α-width of θ2α=0.02, and its decay is dominated
by neutron emission. It was probably observed before in
the 14C(6Li,d) reaction [26] at 12.9 MeV, where a tenta-
tive (5−) spin-parity assignment was made.
A 4+ state was found at 12.542(4) MeV with a width
of 6(3) keV. It is the second peak in Fig. 8 (a,b). It helps
to produce the dip and the left side of the first peak at
135◦ (Fig. 8(c)). The 4+ strength was suggested before
in [37] at 12.5 MeV but the width of this state was not
specified.
A 6+ state was observed at 12.576(9) MeV with a
width of 70(20) keV. It is a strong α-cluster state with a
dimensionless reduced α-width of 0.38. At an angle close
to 160◦ the 6+ state does not Contribute and therefore
it is not visible in Fig. 8 (b). However, this state be-
comes important at angles between 135 and 150◦, deter-
mining the shape of the cross section in Fig. 8(c). It
was suggested before in [24, 28, 34, 37, 39, 50]. In [39] it
was found at 12.527(10) MeV with a width of 32(5) keV.
This state was also observed in [23] but its width was
determined to be only 24 keV. We have observed that
the interference of this state with the 6+ state at 11.7
MeV significantly modifies the R-matrix parameters for
both states and may be the main reason why the best fit
width and excitation energy of this state in this work are
different from those in [23, 39].
Three 3− states were observed. The first one is at
12.642(4) MeV and has a width of 110(40) keV. The
second 3− state is at 12.71(2) MeV with a width of
300(30) keV. The interference of these two states appears
at higher c.m. angles as the third peak in Fig. 8 (a). The
last 3− state is a very broad state and it interferes with
neighboring states, making the inclusion of this state nec-
essary for reproducing the shape of the cross section. It
is at 12.98(4) MeV and has a width of 1040(200) keV
and a dimensionless reduced α-width of 0.32 making it a
cluster state.
F. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 13.0 MeV and 14.0 MeV
Nine resonances were observed in this energy range.
Two of them have large dimensionless reduced widths.
There is one 5− state found at 13.08(1) MeV with a
width of 180(20) keV. It is a cluster state with a dimen-
sionless reduced α-width of 0.17. It is needed to repro-
duce the peak at 13.08 MeV near 140◦ in the c.m. (Fig.
9). No other solution produced a good fit. The 5− state
has not been observed before at this energy. However, a
5− at 13.3 MeV, which does not show up in our analysis,
is suggested in the 14C(6Li,d) reaction [26]. Also, states
at 13.1 MeV and 13.26 MeV were observed in [23]. The
data indicates 5− strength in the region, but a very high
level density (8 states per 400 keV interval) as well. It
is possible that, due to the complexities of the spectrum
and the interference effects, the excitation energy of the
5− state is shifted with respect to the transfer reaction
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Excitation functions for elastic scat-
tering of α-particles from 14C at 180◦, 160◦ and 140◦ with the
best R-Matrix fit(solid curve) for the energy range of 13-14
MeV.
data of [23, 26].
Three 2+ states were observed. One is at 13.17(3)
MeV and has a width of 150(50) keV. This state was
introduced to fit the shape of the cross section for the
first peak seen at all angles in Fig. 9. The second 2+
state is at 13.38(2) MeV and has a width of 250(40) keV.
It can be seen as a peak shown in Fig. 9(a,b). The last 2+
state is at 13.69(1) MeV with a width of 530(120) keV.
This state shows up as the second bump in Fig. 9(c).
One 1− state is observed at 13.33(2) MeV with a width
of 300(130) keV. This is a very weak state in the 14C(α,α)
channel having a dimensionless reduced α width of less
than 0.01. However, it improves the fit near 13.3 MeV.
There are two 4+ states in this energy range. The first
one is at 13.46(2) MeV and has a width of 540(80) keV.
This state contributes to the second peak seen on Fig.
9 (a,b). It also interferes with other states bringing the
cross section down at higher energies. The second 4+
state is at 13.89(1) MeV with a width of 24(10) keV. It is
a very weak state in both the 14C(α,α) and the 14C(α,n)
channels. It is introduced to reproduce the small bump
seen in Fig. 9(a).
A 5− state was observed at 13.82(2) MeV. It is a weak
state with a width of 25(6) keV. It can be seen at 180◦ as
a small bump (Fig. 9(a)). Interference of this state with
another 5− state at a higher energy helps to reproduce
the shape of the cross section to the right side of this
peak at all angles. In reference [23] a 5− state was seen
at 13.82(2) with a width of 28 keV.
A 3− state is found at 13.96(2) MeV with a width of
150(50) keV. This state is responsible for the increase in
cross section toward 14 MeV.
G. Resonances in the excitation energy range
between 14.0 MeV and 14.9 MeV
The R-matrix analysis of this last energy interval is
not very reliable because of the featureless behavior of
the excitation function and because of the influence of
higher-lying, unknown states that are not included in the
R-matrix fit. Nevertheless, it appears that the region is
dominated by 5− strengths which is consistent with the
predictions of the cluster-nucleon configuration interac-
tion model (see Chapter V).
Nine resonances have been introduced. Four of these
states have large dimensionless reduced α widths. A very
broad 3− state with a dimensionless reduced α width of
0.7 was introduced at 14.0(2) MeV with a width of 2.6(5)
MeV. The inclusion of this broad state was necessary to
bring down the cross section near 14 MeV.
Three 5− states were observed. The first one is at
14.1(1) MeV and has a width of 560(70) keV and a di-
mensionless reduced α-width of 0.23. Its presence can
be seen as the first bump in Fig. 10.The second state
is at 14.7(1) MeV with a width of 280(100) keV. This
is a broad state with a dimensionless reduced α-width of
0.16. This state appears on the left side of the last peak in
Fig. 10(a,b). We used a 5− state at 14.82(7) MeV with a
width of 140(60) keV and a dimensionless reduced width
of 0.07 to reproduces the right side of the last peak in
Fig. 10 (a,b). However, since this state is at the edge
of the measured excitation energy range its parameters
are very unreliable and should only be considered as an
indication of 5− strength at that energy.
A 2+ state was observed at 14.12(7) MeV with a width
of 160(60) keV. This state shapes the cross section for the
first peak in Fig. 10.
There are two 1− states. One at 14.3(3) MeV and
the second one at 14.5(2) MeV with widths of 900(300)
and 450(220) keV, respectively. These states are more
obvious at and around 150◦, where the state at 14.5 MeV
is seen as the last peak in Fig. 10(c) and the state at 14.3
MeV is used to shape the cross section of the same peak.
A 4+ state was observed at 14.52(1) MeV with a width
of 250(29) keV. It is needed to reproduce the near zero
cross section at 14.5 MeV (Fig. 10(a,b)). Another strong
4+ state is at 14.77(5) MeV having a dimensionless re-
duced α-width of 0.28. This state corresponds to the last
peak in Fig. 10(a,b). These 4+ states make no contribu-
tion in Fig 10(c) since the cross section for a 4+ state at
150◦ is zero.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Excitation function for elastic scat-
tering of α particles from 14C at 180◦, 163◦ and 145◦ with the
best R-Matrix fit(solid curve) for the energy range of 14-14.9
MeV.
H. Neutron Excitation Function
The 14C(α, n) total reaction cross section data [30, 37]
was used in the manual R-matrix analysis but not in the
automated fit procedure. The total neutron cross section
data for the excitation energy range of 8.1 MeV to 10.2
MeV was taken from [30], and corresponding excitation
energies above 10.2 MeV from [37] (see Fig. 11).
The absolute cross section was not measured in [30, 37],
and, in addition, the data from [37] was not corrected for
energy variation of the detector efficiency and for neutron
decays to the excited states of 17O which also contribute
to the total cross section. Therefore, we do not expect
the fit to match the data perfectly and we only focused on
the resonance structures and their relative strengths. In
order to compare the neutron data with our fit the data
points were normalized to the fit curve. The data and the
R-matrix fit are shown in Fig 11. The resonance struc-
ture for the (α,n) excitation function is reasonably well
reproduced with most of the discrepancies seen at higher
excitation energies. These discrepancies are either due
to the fact that some of the resonances important for
the neutron channel may be too weak in the 14C(α,α)
channel to be observed, or may be related to the neutron
decay to the excited states of 17O. This decay channel is
not included in the curve shown in Fig. 11. We calcu-
lated the total cross section for neutron decay to the first
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Total cross section for the 14C(α,n)
reaction taken from [30] and [37] where absolute normaliza-
tion was not performed. The solid curve corresponds to the
R-matrix calculation with resonance parameters from the fit
to the 14C(α,α) data. The R-matrix prediction was used to
normalize the data here.
excited state of 17O and verified that the gap between
the R-matrix fit and the experimental data at 11 MeV
can be completely eliminated by this channel.
I. Summary to section III.
Table I summarizes the data for 54 states in 18O in the
8.0 MeV - 14.9 MeV excitation energy region that were
observed in the present work. This number (of states) is
double the number of natural parity levels with known
quantum characteristics (including tentative ones) given
in compilation [49]. The number of investigated levels in
this work is large, but this is not so surprising because
resonance studies with the TTIK method (see, for exam-
ple, [55, 56]) as this techniques allows a broad range of
excitation energies to be covered in a single run. How-
ever, this is the first time that data has been obtained in a
broad angular interval and a complete R-matrix analysis
performed for this large quantity of TTIK data. The re-
liability of the experimental information extracted from
the data is demonstrated by a detailed comparison with
the previously known results and by a fair simulation of
the (α,n) spectrum on the basis of the excitation func-
tions for the elastic scattering. These data will be most
useful in the development of theoretical tools that are ca-
pable of giving a microscopic description of clustering in
non-self-conjugate nuclei. One example of such theoret-
ical approaches is discussed in section V. In the follow-
ing section (Sec. IV) we concentrate only on the states
that have the highest degree of clustering, in an attempt
to identify the members of α-cluster, inversion doublet,
quasi-rotational bands.
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TABLE I: Summary of the parameters of resonances observed in the 14C+α elastic scattering excitation function. Eexc is the
excitation energy, Jpi is the spin-parity, Γtot is the total width of the state, Γα is the partial alpha width, Γn is the partial
neutron width and θ2α is the α dimensionless reduced α-width. The states observed in this work are shown in the left and the
states from previous experimental studies are shown on the right side of the table.
This work Previous data
Eexc J
pi Γtot Γα Γn θ
2
α Eexc J
pi Γtot Ref.
(MeV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (MeV) (keV)
8.04(2) 1− 2.0(7) 2.0(7) - 0.02 8.038 1− 0.95+0.4−0.9 [21]
8.0378(7) 1− <2.5 [49]
8.22(1) 2+ 1.9(2) 1.7(1) 0.2(1) 0.03 8.223 1.6(10) [29]
8.217 1(1) [30]
8.222 2+ 1.2(8) [38]
8.213 2+ 2.26(14) [31]
8.290(6) 3− 8.5(9) 2.9(2) 5.6(7) 0.18 8.293 (1−,3−) 10(1) [29]
8.287 17(5) [30]
8.293 3− 7.7(9) [38]
8.282(3) 3− 14.74(59) [31]
8.82(3) (1−,2+,3−) 60(10) 0.3(2) 60(10) <0.01 (if 2+) 8.832 100(20) [29]
8.809 80(20) [30]
8.96(1) (2+,3−,4+) 70(30) 5(1) 65(30) 0.2 (if 4+) 8.966 54(3) [29]
8.956 65(10) [30]
8.96 (4+) 43(4) [51]
9.19(2) 1− 220(30) 200(10) 20(10) 0.20 9.2 1− *500 [20]
9.16(100) 1− ∗420(200) [21]
9.027+.15−.03 1
− 550+150−50 [39]
9.35(2) 3− 180(30) 110(30) 70(5) 0.48 9.36 2+ <20 [53]
9.35 (2+,3−) [34]
9.39(2) 3− 200(20) [39]
9.70(1) 3− 140(10) 15(2) 125(10) 0.04 9.71(1) (5−) [51]
9.70(2) (1−,2+,3−) [34]
9.711(15) 3− 75(15) [39]
9.715(5) 3− 15 [23]
9.76(2) 1− 700(120) 630(60) 70(50) 0.46 9.85(50) 1− ∗560(200) [21]
9.79(6) 2+ 170(80) 90(30) 80(50) 0.10
9.9(1) 0+ 3200(800) 3200(800) - 1.85 9.9(3) 0+ 2100(500) [40]
10.11(1) 3− 16(5) 7(2) 9(3) 0.01 10.10(1) 3− 45(8) [39]
10.111(5) 12 [23]
10.290(4) 4+ 29(4) 19(2) 10(2) 0.09 10.287(10) 4+ 30(7) [39]
10.293(6) 28 [23]
10.29 [24, 34, 37, 50, 51]
10.29 [28, 32, 33, 35]
10.395(9) 3− 70(20) 50(5) 50(20) 0.03 10.365(10) 3− 45(8) [39]
10.400(7) 30 [23]
10.42(1) 2+ 180(40) 40(10) 140(40) 0.03 10.43(15) 2+ 500(100) [39]
10.80(3) 1− 690(110) 630(90) 60(30) 0.29 10.89(10) 1− ∗300(100) [21]
10.98(4) 2+ 280(130) 20(10) 260(120) 0.01
11.31(8) 2+ 250(100) 90(30) 160(80) 0.02 11.39(2) (2+) [49]
11.43(1) 4+ 40(10) 30(10) 10(5) 0.05 11.415(5) 4+ 45 [39]
11.423(5) 35 [23]
11.62(3) 3− 150(20) 30(5) 120(20) 0.01 11.67(2) (3−) 112(7) [51]
11.627(4) 5− 40(5) 30(3) 10(3) 0.13 11.609(10) 5− 60(5) [39]
11.616(8) 25 [23]
11.62 [24, 28, 33, 34, 37, 50, 54]
11.67(2) 1− 200(90) 120(40) 80(50) 0.04 11.56(10) 1− *220(100) [21]
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This work Previous data
Eexc J
pi Γtot Γα Γn θ
2
α Eexc J
pi Γtot Ref.
(MeV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (MeV) (keV)
11.699(5) 6+ 23(2) 12(1) 11(1) 0.23 11.695(10) 6+ 35(5) [39]
11.702(6) 6+ 27 [23]
11.69 6+ [24, 28, 37]
11.95(1) 3− 560(70) 300(30) 260(40) 0.17 11.82(2) (3−) [49]
12.12(1) 1− 410(120) 50(10) 360(110) 0.02 12.12(10) 1− *22(7) [21]
12.21(8) 2+ 1100(300) 1000(250) 100(50) 0.37 12.04(2) (2+) [49]
12.339(4) 5− 39(4) 26(2) 13(2) 0.06 12.327(9) 45 [23]
12.317(10) 5− 80(10) [39]
12.32 5− [24, 28, 37]
12.5(1) 1− 900(400) 300(100) 600(300) 0.08 12.95(50) 1− *210(100) [21]
12.542(4) 4+ 6(3) 5(2) 1(1) <0.01 12.5 [37]
12.576(9) 6+ 70(20) 50(10) 20(10) 0.38 12.557(7) 6+ 24 [23]
12.527(10) 6+ 32(5) [39]
12.53 6+ 32(5) [24, 28, 34, 37, 50]
12.642(4) 3− 110(40) 10(5) 100(40) <0.01
12.71(2) 3− 300(30) 120(10) 180(30) 0.05
12.8(3) 2+ 4800(400) 4800(400) - 1.56
12.90(3) 2+ 310(30) 285(30) 25(5) 0.09
12.94(1) 5− 40(10) 15(2) 25(10) 0.02 12.9 (5−) [26]
12.98(4) 3− 1040(200) 770(120) 270(100) 0.32
13.08(1) 5− 180(20) 120(10) 60(15) 0.17
13.17(3) 2+ 150(50) 130(40) 20(10) 0.04
13.33(2) 1− 300(130) 30(15) 270(120) <0.01
13.38(2) 2+ 250(40) 220(30) 40(15) 0.07
13.46(2) 4+ 540(80) 210(10) 330(70) 0.12
13.69(1) 2+ 530(120) 40(20) 490(100) 0.01
13.82(1) 5− 25(6) 3(1) 22(5) <0.01 13.82(2) 5− 28 [23]
13.89(1) 4+ 24(10) 14(6) 10(4) 0.01
13.96(2) 3− 150(50) 80(10) 70(50) 0.03
14.0(2) 3− 2600(500) 2100(300) 500(200) 0.70
14.1(1) 5− 560(70) 260(20) 300(40) 0.23
14.12(7) 2+ 160(60) 100(30) 60(30) 0.03
14.3(3) 1− 900(300) 400(150) 500(150) 0.10 14.45(5) 1070 [49]
14.5(2) 1− 450(220) 230(100) 220(130) 0.05 14.7 1− 800 [49]
14.52(1) 4+ 250(30) 80(10) 170(20) 0.03
14.7(1) 5− 280(100) 230(80) 50(25) 0.16
14.77(5) 4+ 680(50) 680(50) 2(1) 0.28
14.82(7) 5− 140(60) 100(40) 40(20) 0.07
*Partial α width.
IV. ROTATIONAL BANDS IN 18O
One of the most striking manifestations of α-clustering
in light nuclei is the appearance of a sequence of highly
clustered states that form rotational bands of alternating
parities. The positive parity α-cluster rotational band is
found at a lower energy than the corresponding negative
parity band by several MeV. These bands are called in-
version doublets and have been conclusively identified in
16O and 20Ne (see Fig. 1) [1–8]. There have been nu-
merous attempts to find the members of the inversion
doublet rotational bands in 18O that correspond to an
14C(g.s.)+α configuration, in analogy to the well known
rotational bands in 16O and 20Ne, but their the assign-
ment into band members remains controversial.
Predictions for α-cluster rotational bands in 18O have
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been made in [57, 58].The Generator Coordinate Method
(GCM) was used in [57] to investigate clustering in 18O
[57]. This is done by calculating the quadrupole mo-
ments, rms radii, and reduced α widths of the resonances
using the antisymmetric 14Cg.s.+α and
14C(2+,7.01
MeV)+α wave functions. Furutachi et al. studied the
α-cluster structure of 18O using AMD+GCM (antisym-
metrized molecular dynamics plus the generator coordi-
nate method) [58]. The main difference between the two
calculations was that in [58] clusters emerged as a result
of nucleon-nucleon and three-nucleon interaction while in
[57] cluster configurations were assumed a priori. Three
positive parity rotational bands are predicted in [57], but
only one of them has a distinct α+14C(g.s.) configura-
tion, which this experiment is particularly sensitive to.
Similar predictions were made in [58].
Three members of the 14C(g.s.)+α rotational band are
below the energy range studied in this experiment as two
of them are bound. A 6+ state predicted at an excitation
energy of 11.6 MeV with a dimensionless reduced α-width
of 0.15 [57]is observed in this work, in good agreement
with the value of 0.23 determined for the 6+ state at 11.7
MeV. However, the situation is complicated by the fact
that there is another 6+ state at 12.58 MeV that has an
even larger dimensionless reduced α-width of 0.38. This
almost equal splitting of α-strength between the two 6+
states is not predicted in [57, 58]. Another important dis-
crepancy between the GCM calculations and the experi-
mental data is the relatively large dimensionless reduced
α-width for the 4+ state at 10.29 MeV (9%) which is at
least one order of magnitude larger than that assigned
to this state in [57]. This state was suggested to belong
to the 14C(2+)+α rotational band and its 14C(g.s.)+α
dimensionless reduced α-width is predicted to be below
one percent. As in the case of the 6+ state, we see that
the α-strength is spread more evenly between several 4+
states, rather than concentrated in just one state.
Three negative parity rotational bands are suggested
in [57], but only one has a distinct 14C(g.s.)+α configu-
ration. We propose that the 1− and 3− states predicted
at 9.6 and 9.8 MeV excitation energies, respectively, are
associated with the strongly α-clustered states we ob-
serve at 9.16 and 9.39 MeV. This assignment of states is
different from that proposed in [57], but due to its large
dimensionless reduced α-width, the 1− state at 9.16 MeV
should be considered as the band head of the 0− α-cluster
rotational band. However, just as in the positive parity
band, the existence of a strongly α-clustered 1− state
at 9.76 MeV makes the situation complicated. There is
also another strong 3− state (θ2 = 0.18) at excitation
energy of 8.28 MeV 1 MeV below the 3− state with the
largest clustering at 9.36 MeV (θ2=0.48). Again, there is
a strong splitting of α-strength between these two states.
The 5− state is predicted at 13 MeV as the most clus-
tered state in the band with θ2 = 0.6 [57] and would
be the most dominant one in our spectrum. No such
state was observed. Instead, there are several 5− states
with substantial α-strength spread out over a 3 MeV en-
ergy interval between 12 and 15 MeV. Their combined
α-strengths add up to 0.8. Again, this splitting of α-
strength is not predicted by the GCM. Obviously, while
some general properties of the cluster states are repro-
duced in [57], the model missed the physics that deter-
mines the splitting of the α-strength. In the calculations
done in [58] for the negative parity rotational band there
is a large difference in the excitation energies of the 1−
and 3− states. It appears that there is a systematic shift
in the location of the states. A splitting of α-cluster
strength is predicted in [58] where it is related to proton
excitation of the 14C core, but only one of the states for
each spin-parity should have a dominant α width. This
is only partially correct. We do observe the splitting
of the α-cluster states, and an obviously dominant state
does not exist for 1−, rather, there are two equally strong
α-cluster states separated by only 600 keV. While some
of the features predicted in [57, 58] agree with what is
experimentally observed, the nearly equal splitting of α
strength among several states observed experimentally is
not reproduced.
Assignments of the 14Cg.s.+α rotational bands have
been suggested in the experimental works [23–25, 37].
The states 0+(3.63 MeV), 2+(5.24 MeV), 4+(7.11 MeV)
and 6+(11.69 MeV) have been considered as members
of the positive parity rotational band, which resembles
the 20Ne g.s. rotational band. In [37] the 4+ state at
10.29 MeV was suggested as a member of this rotational
band instead of the 4+ state at 7.11 MeV. An 8+ state at
17.6 MeV and 18.06 MeV was suggested by [25] and [23]
respectively as the fifth member of this rotational band.
Only the 6+ state at 11.7 MeV is within the energy range
measured in this work and we confirm that this is a highly
clustered state (θ2 = 0.23), but the existence of the sec-
ond strong 6+ state at 12.58 MeV (θ2 = 0.38) forces us
to conclude that clustering in 18O is more complicated
and cannot be described by a single pair of inversion dou-
blet rotational bands. Our experimental results, and also
hints from the Cluster-Nucleon Configuration Interaction
Model Calculations discussed in the next section, point
to the importance of the (1s0d)4 and (0p)2(1s0d)2 con-
figuration mixing for the positive parity α-cluster states.
We now focus on the discussion of the locations of the
band head and other members of the negative parity in-
version doublet, α-cluster, quasi-rotational band in 18O.
This question has a rich history and has been discussed in
many theoretical and experimental papers (see [23] and
refs. therein). The 1− state at 8.035 MeV was proposed
as the band head for this band in recent work of W. von
Oertzen, at el. [23] and the same suggestion was made in
[34]. Our result excludes this state as a member of the
0− band due to its small dimensionless reduced α-width
(θ2 = 0.02). In fact, none of the states identified in [23]
as members of the negative parity inversion doublet (1−
(8.04 MeV), 3− (9.7 MeV ), 5− (13.6 MeV), 7− (18.63
MeV)) can belong to this band except maybe a 7− state
that lies beyond the energy region studied in this work.
The 3− state at 9.7 MeV has θ2 of only 0.04, an order of
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magnitude less than the 3− at 9.3 MeV and the 5− state
at 13.6 MeV is not observed at all in this work, which
rules out the assignment made in [23].
It appears that the situation for the negative parity in-
version doublet rotational band is similar to that for the
positive parity inversion doublet. The α-strength is split
among several states and it is not possible to identify a
single, dominant α-cluster rotational band. Configura-
tion mixing is probably at work here as well. We discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
As a short summary of this section, we note that the
previous calculations for the α structure in 18O were only
partially successful. No clear evidence for inversion dou-
blet rotational bands in 18O was observed. Unlike in
neighboring N = Z, even-even nuclei, 16O and 20Ne,
the α-cluster strength is split among several states of the
same spin-parity.
V. CLUSTER-NUCLEON CONFIGURATION
INTERACTION MODEL CALCULATIONS
In order to gain further understanding of the struc-
ture of many-body states in 18O and to examine the
distribution of the α-cluster strength in 18O we per-
formed Cluster-Nucleon Configuration Interaction Model
(CNCIM) calculations [19], the approach can be summa-
rized as follows.
First, the structure of the states of the 18O nucleus
is treated in the unrestricted p − sd configuration space
with the effective interaction Hamiltonian from [59]. The
p−sd shell gap is slightly adjusted by 100 keV. This small
adjustment assures the best reproduction of nuclear spec-
tra in this mass region. The matrix dimension for posi-
tive parity Jz=0 magnetic projection is 42269424. Other
dimensions are of similar order. The same approach is
applied to obtain the wave function (WF) of the ground
state of daughter nucleus 14C. This WF is used to con-
struct the 14C(g.s.)+α channel.
Second, the WF of the α-particle is considered to be
the lowest (0s)4 translationally-invariant four-nucleon os-
cillator function. Taking into account that the WF of
the relative 14C+α motion is related to a simple SU(3)
representation (λ,0) one only needs to project the over-
lap of the WFs of mother and daughter nuclei onto the
scalar superposition of four-nucleon configurations pos-
sessing a required symmetry. This procedure is carried
out by diagonalization of the proper Casimir operators.
Thus the large scale shell model WFs were used to ob-
tain four-nucleon structures and to calculate correspond-
ing fractional parentage coefficients. The next step is the
projection of the four-nucleon WF resulting from the dis-
cussed procedure onto the α-particle WF and the WF of
its relative motion. It is performed by use of the so-called
cluster coefficients, defined and expressed in [60]. Nat-
urally the requirement of translational invariance is rig-
orously met for the WFs of the α-cluster channels. The
relevant SU(3)-classified four-nucleon configurations in-
clude: (0p)4 (4, 0); (0p)3(1s0d)1 (5, 0); (0p)2(1s0d)2 (6, 0);
(0p)1(1s0d)3 (7, 0); and (1s0d)4 (8, 0). Here the nucleon
configurations are listed together with the corresponding
(λ, µ) quantum numbers of the SU(3) symmetry. The
permutational symmetry is fixed as [f ] = [4].
Third, the channels were orthogonalized and normal-
ized by direct diagonalization of the norm-kernel in har-
monic oscillator basis.
Formal details of the CNCIM can be found in Ref. [19].
The results of the calculations related to the energy range
under study are summarized in Table II. Subsequent dis-
cussion is arranged in the following way. Positive parity
states are discussed first going from the lowest spin to the
highest. Then the negative parity states are discussed in
the same order. The two very broad resonances that
have extremely large dimensionless reduced α-widths are
discussed in section VI.
1. 0+ states
The only 0+ level which was observed experimentally
in this work is a very broad (Γ=3200 keV) state at 9.9
MeV. There are reasons to assume that the dominant
nucleon configuration of this and the broad 2+ state at
12.9 MeV is (1p0f)2(1s0d)2(10, 0). These states are not
predicted by the CNCIM calculations restricted to the
p-sd configuration space. The nature of these states and
their properties are analyzed in section VI.
The CNCIM predicts most α-strength to be concen-
trated in two 0+ states: the ground state, and a state
predicted at 4.64 MeV. This splitting of α-strength
is due to the strong mixture of (1s0d)4 (8, 0)[4] and
(0p)2(1s0d)2 (6, 0)[4] configurations. In the excitation en-
ergy region between 8 and 13 MeV, six 0+ states re-
stricted to p-sd-shell configuration are predicted. All of
them have small to moderate (0.02 ≤ SFα ≤ 0.14) α-
strength. Taking into account that the cross section is
proportional to (2J+1) and the fact that the angular dis-
tribution is isotropic, the weak 0+ states are easy to miss
experimentally. Only three 0+ states were known ex-
perimentally before this work. All are bound. We be-
lieve that the highly clustered 0+ state, predicted by the
CNCIM calculations corresponds to the 3.634 MeV state,
that is known to be strongly populated in the (7Li,t) re-
action [61], unlike the 5.336 MeV state.
2. 2+ states
Twelve 2+ states were observed in the present exper-
iment. If one neglects the broad state at 12.9 MeV the
sum of the α-strength is equal to ≈0.80.
The two strongest α-cluster 2+ states are predicted
at 2.25 and 5.89 MeV (SFα=0.22,0.47). This prediction
does not contradict the assignment of the third 2+ state
at 5.26 MeV to the positive parity α-cluster inversion
doublet rotational band (see previous section). However,
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Distribution of α-strength by spin-
parity. Solid blue bars are the states observed in this work
and the hatched red bars are the predictions of the CNCIM.
The length of the bars corresponds to the experimental di-
mensionless reduced α (solid blue bars) or the calculated SFα
(hatched red bars). The black lines represent known bound
or very narrow near threshold states. The length of the black
line is set to the calculated SFα of the corresponding CNCIM
state. The suggested association between the states observed
in this work and those predicted by CNCIM calculations is
indicated by connecting lines. States with α-strength below
2% are ignored, except for few cases for which association
between the CNCIM and the experimental state is suggested.
appreciable α-clustering predicted for the first 2+ state in
18O again indicates strong spread of the cluster strength
in 18O due to configuration mixing. No other strong 2+
α-cluster states below 10.5 MeV are predicted, and none
are observed experimentally. Generally, the CNCIM pre-
dictions of the global properties of the α-widths are rea-
sonable, although in some cases it is hard to establish a
direct correspondence between the experimental and the
theoretical results. The CNCIM predicts a higher density
of 2+ states than we observe experimentally which may
be expected, because most of the predicted 2+s states
have very small SFα with decay dominated by ` = 0
neutron emission.
3. 4+ states
Seven 4+ states were observed in this experiment. The
state at 8.96 MeV may also have 4+ spin-parity assign-
ment. The sum of the α-strength is ≈0.80.
The first three 4+ states were predicted to have sig-
nificant α-cluster components according to the CNCIM
calculations. The second 4+ state, predicted at 7.92 MeV
and observed in previous experiments at 7.117 MeV, is
considered to be a member of the α-cluster positive par-
ity rotational band mentioned in the previous section.
However, it is not the strongest cluster 4+ state. The
third 4+ state (predicted at 8.14 MeV) has the largest
Sα=0.26. The only possible candidate that may corre-
spond to this state is the one at 8.96 MeV. We could
not fix the spin-parity of this state, but 4+ assignment
is possible. If we assume 4+ for this state then indeed
its θ2α is large (≈0.2). Moreover, in spite of its cluster
nature the width of this state is dominated by neutron
decay due to the large experimental value of the dimen-
sionless reduced neutron width for ` = 2 decay, θ2n≈0.3.
This is in-line with the CNCIM which predicts this state
to neutron decay to 17O g.s. with ` = 2 and SFn=0.6.
As seen in Table II the only strong α-cluster 4+ state
other than 8.96 MeV below 12 MeV is predicted at 10.02
MeV. This corresponds to the well known 10.29 MeV
state, which has appreciable experimental θ2α of 0.09(1).
In addition, four 4+ states which have moderate α-widths
and two 4+ states with small α-widths are predicted. A
good correspondence of the parameters is found for the
state at 11.43 MeV. While this is not a strong cluster
state with θ2α=0.05, it corresponds to a prominent fea-
ture in the 14C(α,α) excitation function because its total
width is dominated by the partial α-width, with neutron
decay being negligible, and because of favorable ` = 4
α-penetrability factors at this excitation energy.
It may not be surprising that the predicted 4+ states at
9.47, 9.7, 10.5, 11.1 MeV and 12.01 MeV are not observed
experimentally as these are not cluster states and have
small neutron ` = 2 SF’s. These states are probably too
narrow to be observed in this experiment.
It appears that not only global properties of the spectra
of 4+ states but the characteristics of the individual levels
are reproduced in the CNCIM calculations reasonably
well.
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4. 6+ states
Two 6+ states were observed in this experiment. Both
of them have large values of the dimensionless reduced
widths, which is expected because the high potential bar-
rier makes the α-decay widths small and therefore only
the levels with substantial reduced α-width tend to be
visible in the α+14C elastic scattering excitation func-
tion.
The lowest 6+ state is predicted at 11.11 MeV, with
an SFα of 0.2. This is close to the experimental 6
+ state
at 11.7 MeV with θ2α=0.23(2). More important is the
prediction of the α-strength splitting. Another cluster
6+ state is predicted at 13.03 MeV with SFα=0.28. We
observe the strong 6+ state at 12.58 MeV with θ2α=0.38.
Theoretical results indicate that the large value of SFα
for these states are due to the significant (1s0d)4 (8, 0)[4]
component. It appears that the exact splitting is also
a consequence of (1s0d)4(8, 0)[4] orthogonality with the
(0p)2(1s0d)2 (6, 0)[4] channel. Eight 6+ states are pre-
dicted by CNCIM below 15 MeV, but only two of them
have large SFα’s. Others are located in the same en-
ergy region but possess SFα’s that are at least four times
smaller. Consequently, it is most likely that the other 6+
states are too weak to be observed in this experiment,
so the results of the CNCIM shell model calculations for
the 6+ spin-parity are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental data.
5. 1− and 3− states
As can be seen in the Table I a large number of 1−
and 3− levels with various widths are observed in the
experiment. The strongest 1− α-cluster states are located
at 9.19, 9.76 and 10.8 MeV. The sum rule of the 1− α-
strength is equal to 1.26. The strongest 3− α-cluster
states are observed at 8.29, 9.35, 11.95, 12.98 and 14.0
MeV. The sum of the 3− α-strength is equal to 1.92.
Predictions of the CNCIM with respect to the strong
states are difficult to match with the experimental data.
Indeed, the only relatively strong α-cluster 1− state pre-
dicted by the CNCIM is the state at 7.3 MeV, which
probably corresponds to the experimental 6.2 MeV state.
The first 3− at 4.95 MeV is predicted to be the strongest
α-cluster state (SFα=0.5) and the second 3
− predicted
at 6.16 MeV has the second largest SF (0.12). All of the
remaining 1− and 3− states have small SFα’s with a sum
rule α-strength an order of magnitude smaller than the
experimentally observed values. It is obvious that the
pattern of the calculated spectra is very different from
the experimental observations. One can conclude that
major features in the 1− and 3− α-cluster spectrum are
not reproduced by the CNCIM in the measured energy
range. Possible basic causes for this difference are dis-
cussed below.
6. 5− states
Eight 5− states were observed in the present experi-
ment with the cluster states located at 11.63, 13.08, 14.1
and 14.7 MeV. There are four levels which have mod-
erate dimensionless reduced α-widths. The sum of the
α-strength is ≈0.80.
The lowest cluster 5− state (SFα=0.29) appears at 8.54
MeV in the CNCIM. Though it is within the energy range
of this experiment, it was not observed because a 5−
state at this energy is too narrow due to its low pen-
etrability factor. There is a known 5− state at 8.125
MeV, but the partial α-width for this state is not known.
It would be very interesting to see if this state indeed
corresponds to a cluster configuration, which would be
surprising, since we normally do not expect to find clus-
ter states below the corresponding state in the inversion
doublet band. Another cluster 5− state with SFα=0.18
is predicted at 11.33 MeV. This clearly corresponds to
the known 11.62 MeV resonance with the θ2α=0.13 de-
termined in this work. A detailed comparison shown in
Table II reveals that the prediction of the CNCIM in the
energy region below 13 MeV is reasonable. In principle,
all of the SM 5− states could be identified with the ex-
perimental states, except for the state at 11.534 MeV.
However, the SFα predicted for all 5
− states, other than
those at 8.54 and 11.33 MeV, are small (<0.03), but this
is not what was found experimentally. The experimen-
tal dimensionless reduced α-widths for the 5− states at
13.08 and 14.07 MeV are much larger than the predicted
values. The sum rule of the SFs also confirms this dis-
crepancy. Indeed, if one neglects the state at 8.54 MeV
the sum is equal to 0.3, which is far below the experi-
mental value. The basic causes of the discrepancies are
probably the same as for the 1− and 3− states.
7. Overview of CNCIM
The distribution of the α-strength is shown in Fig. 12
for each spin-parity. The solid blue bars correspond to
the experimental data from this work and the hatched
red bars are CNCIM calculation. The bar length reflects
the dimensionless reduced α-width for the experimental
states or the SFα for the calculated state. The black
lines are known bound states and their length is set to be
that of the associated CNCIM calculated state. We use
connecting lines to indicate the suggested link between
the states observed in this work and those predicted by
CNCIM calculations. States with SFα below 2% are not
shown in Fig. 12 except for cases for which association
between CNCIM and experimental states are suggested
in II.
Overall, we can conclude that the CNCIM as it stands
now provides an adequate description of α-clustering for
many low-lying states. Unfortunately, many of these
states, especially those with low spin are below the α-
decay threshold, hence not accessible in this experiment.
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TABLE II: Comparison of the states predicted by SU(3) shell model calculations and the experimental values reported in TUNL
and the present work.
Jpi Energy Exp. energy Exp. energy SF from SM θ2α from
from SM from TUNL from this work this work
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
0+ 0 0 0.64
4.212 5.336 0.13
4.642 3.634 0.55
6.609 0.12
9.382 0.14
10.274 0.05
10.830 0.06
11.416 <0.01
12.433 0.04
12.940 0.02
1− 4.975 4.456 0.09
7.312 6.198 0.22
7.564 7.616 0.07
7.790 8.038 8.04 0.03 0.02
9.561 0.01
10.454 <0.01
10.662 <0.01
10.782 0.01
11.250 0.01
11.488 <0.01
2+ 2.246 1.982 0.22
4.161 3.920 0.11
5.893 5.255 0.47
7.601 8.213 8.22 0.11 0.03
8.569 8.82 0.01 <0.01
8.633 0.05
8.931 0.07
9.397 9.361 <0.01
9.687 <0.01
10.424 <0.01
3− 4.950 5.098 0.49
6.160 6.404 0.12
8.394 8.282 8.290 <0.01 0.18
9.057 <0.01
9.306 9.35 <0.01 0.48
9.644 9.67 9.70 0.01 0.04
9.990 10.11 10.11 0.01 0.01
10.655 10.40 10.40 0.02 0.03
10.789 0.04
11.192 0.05
4+ 3.597 3.555 0.12
7.921 7.117 0.16
8.141 8.955 8.96 0.26 (≈ 0.2)
9.468 0.04
9.706 0.04
10.020 10.295 10.29 0.20 0.09
10.510 0.05
11.106 <0.01
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Jpi Energy Exp. energy Exp. energy SF from SM θ2α from
from SM from TUNL from this work this work
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
11.396 11.41 11.43 0.06 0.05
12.011 <0.01
5− 6.958 7.864 0.02
8.546 8.125 0.29
9.432 9.713 0.02
11.332 11.62 11.62 0.18 0.13
11.534 0.02
12.229 12.33 12.34 0.02 0.06
12.801 12.94 0.02 0.02
13.316 13.08 0.03 0.18
13.665 13.82 <0.01 <0.01
14.080 14.07 <0.01 0.23
6+ 11.112 11.690 11.70 0.20 0.23
11.991 0.07
13.035 12.530 12.58 0.28 0.38
13.445 0.06
13.806 <0.01
14.263 0.01
14.455 0.03
14.784 <0.01
In the limits where comparison is possible, the results
appear to be encouraging. The total number of the cal-
culated and observed positive parity states with large
and moderate α-strengths are in reasonable agreement
as well as some details of the positive parity spectrum.
It shows that the recent advances in configuration in-
teraction techniques, which includes expanded compu-
tational capabilities, better theoretical understanding of
phenomenological interactions, and a closer link to fun-
damental ab-initio and no-core approaches, make some
treatment of clustering feasible.
The experimental results, however, also point to no-
ticeable discrepancies, especially for the negative parity
states. Truncation of the configuration space is the most
likely reason for that. The p-sd model space turns out to
be more or less adequate for the description of an essen-
tial part of positive parity states in the energy domain
under study. It is not the case for the negative parity
states. It is possible that the majority of the negative
parity states above 8 MeV of excitation energy contain
a significant component of particle excitations related to
the sd→ pf nucleon transfer which is not contained in the
basis that was used for the calculations. Future model
with extended valence space Hamiltonian should be able
to overcome this limitation. Nevertheless, numerous im-
provements in the existing approach, including basis ex-
pansion, are possible (see discussion in Ref. [19]).
A similar interpretation appears to be natural for
the extremely broad positive parity states. The dom-
inate component of these states is most likely the
(1p0f)2(1s0d)2(10, 0) configuration which is not present
in the employed basis. The structure of these states,
discussed in detail in the next section, may also be in-
fluenced by their strong continuum coupling through a
so-called superradiance mechanism [62]. It is known that
the structure of states that are strongly coupled to de-
cay channels gets modified so that almost all the decay
strength is concentrated in a broad super-radiant state,
while other states become narrow [63, 64]. Due to the
centrifugal barrier the effect is most noticeable for chan-
nels with low angular momentum partial waves.
VI. BROAD 0+ AND 2+ STATES
The R-matrix fit discussed in Sec. III shows that it is
necessary to include two very broad, purely α-cluster low
spin states, namely the 0+ state at 9.9 MeV and the 2+
state at 12.9 MeV. Due to the large widths of these 0+
and 2+ states, they are not seen as narrow peaks, instead
they influence the excitation function over a broad energy
range. These levels were not predicted by any of the
models considered in previous sections.
Broad 0+ and 2+ states with very large partial α-
widths are known in 20Ne at excitation energies of ∼8.7
MeV and 8.9 MeV [49]. Observation of the broad 0+ and
2+ states in 18O at 9.9 MeV and 12.9 MeV provides ev-
idence that these purely cluster states are common fea-
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tures in light nuclei. Similar structures were observed
recently in 12C [65] and suggested in 10B(T=1) [66]. It
is worthwhile to note that reliable identification of broad
0+ states is difficult, because the cross sections are small
(due to the 2J+1 factor) and does not vary with angle. It
is easy to attribute the contribution of the level to back-
ground. A considerable effort has been spent to find a
direct signature for the presence of this broad level. In
18O [40], it was found that the interference of this res-
onance with the Rutherford amplitude near 90◦ in c.m.
(where only positive parity levels contribute) presented
an unambiguous identification. If the excitation energy
of the 0+ state would have been several MeV higher, then
the Rutherford amplitude would be smaller and identifi-
cation would become even more difficult.
Here we investigate further the nature of these states.
The reduced α-widths of these states are so large that we
apply a simple α-cluster potential model that is known
to work well for neighboring 16O and 20Ne [67, 68]. In
this model the α-particle can be seen as a cluster orbit-
ing a closed core with quantum numbers N (number of
nodes) and L (orbital angular momentum). Following
the Talmi-Moshinksy relations these quantum numbers
are found in terms of the corresponding quantum num-
bers of individual nucleons ni and li that make up the
α-cluster
λ = 2N + L =
4∑
i
(2ni + li). (1)
The prevailing 4-nucleon structures of the CNCIM with
the corresponding SU(3) label (λ 0) provide a guidance
to the selection of these parameters.
To construct an effective interaction between the core
and the cluster one could double fold the cluster and core
mass densities, or use a parametrized potential shape. It
is important to recognize that the Pauli exclusion princi-
ple does not generally allow for the cluster scattering to
be represented as potential scattering. The correspond-
ing Schro¨dinger equation must be generalized to include
a norm operator. For our purposes, where the width is so
large that the α is nearly completely excluded from the
internal region the exclusion can be modeled by limiting
the configuration space to a correct minimum number
of nodes (N) or by introducing a repulsive core which
effectively blocks the excluded spatial region. The re-
sults were very similar for the potential with a core and
without one. The details on the potential parameters are
given in [48].
Fig. 13 presents a comparison of ` = 0 and ` = 2
phase shifts for the broad 0+ and 2+ resonances calcu-
lated in the potential model approach and from the R-
matrix fit. The potential model phase shift, representing
the extreme α-cluster model agrees very well with the ex-
perimental one from the R-matrix fit and can be consid-
ered as one more piece of evidence for the pure α-cluster
structure of the 0+ and 2+ states in question. The pure
structure of these states leads to expected observation of
FIG. 13: (Color online) Phase shifts for 0+ (top) and 2+
(bottom) states in 18O from Potential Model (dash-dotted
curve) and R-Matrix (solid line) calculations
other features of the cluster bands, like higher spin mem-
bers of the positive parity band and the observation of
a negative parity band (considerations of this kind led
H.T. Fortune to suggest the existence of the broad 2+
state [69], after he obtained knowledge on the properties
of the broad 0+ resonance at 9.9 MeV from [40]). Ev-
idently, more experimental effort is needed to verify or
reject these speculations. It seems that the even more
interesting question is the origin of these new and ex-
treme α-cluster states.
Why does the α-cluster structure split at low excita-
tion energies in 18O, but appears to be pushed into one
very highly clustered state in the region of a higher den-
sity of states? It could be related to the super-radiance
phenomenon, described in [62–64], or it can be because
these states are so broad and their lifetime is so short that
they decay before mixing with the nearby states can oc-
cur. Indeed, we are discussing properties of broad 0+
states close to the α-particle threshold. Realizing that
the presence of the states in question could be a common
feature in light nuclei, it is worthwhile to note that there
has been no observations of broad cluster ` = 0 levels in
nuclei with an odd number of nucleons.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Excitation functions for 14C+α elastic scattering in
the excitation energy range between 8 and 14.9 MeV
were measured using the Thick Target Inverse Kinemat-
ics technique over a wide angular range. The results of
a detailed R-matrix analysis that also included available
data for the 14C(α,n) reaction yielded spin-parity assign-
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ments, excitation energies and partial widths for 54 ex-
cited states in 18O. The 14C(α,α) elastic scattering is par-
ticularly sensitive to the states that have a 14C(g.s.)+α
configuration, and the completeness of the experimental
data complemented by the detailed R-matrix analysis al-
lowed for an accurate determination of α-clustering in
18O.
The search for α-cluster inversion doublet rotational
bands in 18O has been the subject of many experimental
and theoretical studies (see for example [23, 34, 57, 58]
and references therein), but the corresponding assign-
ments remain controversial. We conclude that unlike
for the N = Z, 16O and 20Ne nuclei, the α-strength
is split about evenly between two or more states for
each spin-parity and it is not possible to define inver-
sion doublet rotational bands in the same sense as for
16O and 20Ne. The Cluster-Nucleon Configuration In-
teraction Model (CNCIM) calculations presented in sec-
tion V indicate that splitting of the α-strength for the
positive parity band is a result of (1s0d)4 (8, 0)[4] and
(0p)2(1s0d)2 (6, 0)[4] configuration mixing. For the nega-
tive parity states and the very broad positive parity states
the (1p0f) shell (not included in the CNCIM) probably
plays an important role. Comparison of the results of this
experiment to the predictions of the GCM cluster model
[57] and the AMD+RGM [58] model show significant dis-
crepancies as they underestimate the splitting and pre-
dict that only one state has dominant 14C(g.s.)+α con-
figuration, which is not the case experimentally. These
findings highlight the need for sophisticated microscopic
analyses if we are to understand N 6= Z nuclei.
Assignment of the α-cluster rotational bands without
any knowledge of the partial α-widths is dangerous. The
most striking example is the assignment of the 0− inver-
sion doublet rotational band in [23]. The present work
shows that all states in the 0− rotational band suggested
in [23] have α-strengths that are at least a factor of 10
smaller than the α-strength of the strongest cluster state
with the corresponding spin-parity (except, maybe the
for 7− state that has an excitation energy too high to
be populated in this study), which obviously excludes
them from being members of the 0− inversion doublet
rotational band.
Broad, purely α-cluster 0+ and 2+ states at 9.9 MeV
and 12.9 MeV were observed in 18O. While these states
were not predicted by any microscopic calculations, their
origin is probably similar to the well known 0+ and 2+
broad states in 20Ne at 8.7 and 8.9 MeV. The presence of
broad, very clustered states could be a common feature
in light nuclei.
Detailed spectroscopic information, including spin-
parities, partial α- and neutron- decay widths and dimen-
sionless reduced widths, was obtained for excited states
in 18O between 8.0 to 14.9 MeV in excitation energy.
Experimental results are compared with existing theo-
retical models. While some features of the 18O spectrum
are reproduced by the models, it appears that the com-
plete theoretical description of clustering phenomena in
non-self-conjugate nuclei is still out of rich.
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